[Characteristics of halo formation during pathogenesis as a response of cereal epidermal cells to penetration of powdery mildew pathogens].
A cytophysiological study was carried out of the functional status of a halo as a response of the host plant to contact with a powdery mildew pathogen. Interactions of the powdery mildew causative agents with barley, wheat, wheat-wheat-grass hybrids, wheat-aegilops lines, and aegilops with different genotypic resistance lead to the expression of haloes during pathogens, which are induced by infection pegs of the primary growth tubes appressoria, and hyphal lobes. Haloes are visualized using cytochemical reactions to proteins and scanning electron microscopy. The observed differences in the size of haloes and intensity of their staining (uniform or zonal) are related, to a great extent, to individual reactions of the plant cell at the penetration site and, to a lesser extent, to the level of genotypic resistance. An analysis of electron microscopy and cytochemistry studies suggests that the halo as a physiologically active zone is localized at the level of the plant cell plasmalemma. Active taxis of the cell organelles to the site of infection during the formation of a halo suggests that some kind of informational signals to changes in the cell metabolism are spread from the halo zone, which lead to compatible or incompatible interactions.